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Next time you're in a large-ish city centre, pause for thought as you walk past the Apple Store.

Fifteen years ago, Apple was in trouble. Only a tiny minority of people were interested in buying Macs, and those who did struggled to make their machines work compatibly with the rest of the computing world.

How times have changed. Apple is now larger than Microsoft, at least according to its value on the US stock market. And its products are the hottest consumer technology around.

Last week Apple unveiled the iPhone 4, newly packed with nifty nerdery that makes it last longer on a single charge. It has the same blazing fast microchip as its big cousin the iPad, and it goes on sale here in just a couple of weeks.

With much less fanfare, there was another new product: web browser Safari 5, available for both Macs and PCs. Safari has a reputation as a fast browser, but lacking many special features. The new version has a built-in extensions system, supported and overseen by Apple much like apps on the iPhone App Store. 

That means ordinary people can build the missing features themselves. An independent website at safariextensions.tumblr.com sprung up within hours, linking to all the exciting new stuff. 

Now Safari can do all sorts of new things, including block adverts, hide Flash, post to Twitter, create short links, reveal hidden features on websites, and loads more. 

Other browsers have had similar technology for years, so Apple's loyal users were pleased to see Safari finally catching up. Now they can have the speed and the whizzy extras. 


COALITION CONSULTATION

The new coalition government promised to do things differently, and they're making a decent start with public consultation on the web. The Programme for Government site (programmeforgovernment.hmg.gov.uk) which went live last week invites ordinary folk to read what the coalition plans to do in all sorts of areas of spending, and then make their own comments. You can download all the documents in one go if you like, or read them online and add comments directly underneath. It's proving popular - there are already hundreds of comments in each category.


COMMUTING HELP

So you've got a new job in London and you need to move house. You don't want to spend your whole life on public transport, but nor can you afford to live centrally. How do you decide where to commute from? You might get some answers from a clever site at www.commutefrom.com; just tell it how long you want to spend travelling, where you want to end up, and roughly how much you can afford on a house, and it will comb the internet for information and helpful links.


EXPLORE THE MOON

Ever wanted to be a Moon explorer? Of course you have. Now you can be one, from your home computer. A bunch of astronomers want to make the world's most detailed maps of the Moon, and they've asked the internet to help. Go to moonzoo.org and sign up. You'll be shown a series of images of chunks of Moon landscape; all you have to do is label the craters, rocks, and other features you see. By getting lots of people to help, the team can aggregate the answers and share a huge job between many pairs of eyes.


BROWSING AROUND... DRAWING BLOGS

Drawings and notes
drawingsandnotes.blogspot.com

Educational art
www.learnsomethingeveryday.co.uk

Drawn, collaborative art
drawn.ca

A Ben 10 artist does sketches
100000baddrawings.blogspot.com

A dude a day
www.atomictoy.org/365dudes

Submit your own punchlines
explodingdog.tumblr.com



THING OF THE WEEK 

Star Wars as if it had been made in the 1950s
bit.ly/doE2gB
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